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1. INTRODUCTION 
Only simple graphs are considered in this paper. A plane graph is a particular drawing of a planar 
graph in the Euclidean plane. For a plane graph G, we denote its vertex set, edge set, face set, 
maximum degree, and minimum degree by V(G), E(G), F(G), A(G), and b(G), respectively. 
For f E F(G), we use b(f) to denote the boundary walk of f and write f = [uiuz u,] if 
~l,W,..., u, are the vertices on b(f) enumerated clockwise. The degree of a face is the number 
of edge-steps in the boundary walk. Let de(x), or simply d(x), denote the degree of a vertex 
(face) 5 in G. A vertex (face) of degree k is called a k-vertex (k-face). For u E V(G) and k > 3, 
let F~(v) denote the set of k-faces in G which are incident to the vertex V. 
A k-coloring of a graph G is a mapping q5 from V(G) to the set of colors {1,2,. . . , k} such 
that 4(s) # 4(y) f or every edge xy of G. The graph G is k-colorable if it has a k-coloring. The 
chromatic number x(G) is the smallest integer k such that G is k-colorable. A mapping L is said 
to be an assignment for the graph G if it supplies a list L(v) of possible colors to each vertex ‘u 
of G. If G has some k-coloring 4 such that 4(v) E L(v) f or all vertices ‘u, then G is L-colorable 
or q5 is an L-coloring of G. We call G k-choosable if it is L-colorable for every assignment L 
satisfying IL(v)1 = k f or all vertices TJ. The choice number or list chromatic number x@(G) of G 
is the smallest k such that G is k-choosable. By considering colorings for E(G), we can define 
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analogous notions such as edge-k-colorability, edge-k-choosability, the chromatic index x’(G), the 
choice index xi(G), etc. 
A graph G is called k-degenerate if every induced subgraph H of G contains a vertex of degree 
at most k. A k-degenerate graph is clearly (k + l)-choosable. In this paper, we will prove that 
every planar graph without five cycles is three degenerate, hence, four choosable. 
Vizing conjectured that every graph G is edge-(A(G) + l)-choosable (see [l]). Harris [2] showed 
that x;(G) I 2A(G) - 2 if A(G) > 3. This implies Vizing’s conjecture for the case A(G) = 3. 
Recently, Juvan, Mohar and Skrekovski [3] settled the case for A(G) = 4. Our second main result 
is to establish the conjecture for all planar graphs without five cycles. 
2. THREE-DEGENERACY 
Let G be a plane graph without five cycles and 6(G) 2 3. Then the following configurations 
are excluded from G. This obvious fact will be frequently used. 
(Cl) A five face; 
(C2) a three face adjacent to a four face; 
(C3) a three face adjacent to 2 three faces. 
LEMMA 1. If a plane graph G with 6(G) 2 3 has no five cycles, then there exists an edge xy of G 
such that d(x) = 3 and d(y) I: 5. 
PROOF. Suppose that the lemma is false for some connected plane graph G without five cycles 
and b(G) > 3. Then every vertex that is adjacent to a three vertex is of degree at least six. 
We rewrite the Euler’s formula IV(G)] - IE(G)[ + IF(G)1 = 2 into the following equivalent 
form: 
c (2d(w) - 6) + c (d(f) - 6) = -12. 
&V(G) f EF(G) 
(1) 
Let w denote the weight function defined on V(G) U F(G) by w(x) = 2d(x) - 6 for z E V(G) and 
,w(x) = d(x) - 6 for z E F(G). We will distribute the vertex weight W(X) to its incident faces 
according to some discharge rules while keeping the sum of all weights fixed. The objective is to 
make the new weight function W’(X) nonnegative for all x E V(G) U F(G). Consequently, 
0 5 c {w’(x) 1 x E V(G) u F(G)} = c{w(x) 1 x E V(G) u F(G)} = -12. 
This produces an obvious contradiction. 
We set up the following two discharge rules. 
(Rl) If 4 5 d(v) 5 5, we transfer 1 from w to every three face in Fs(v) and l/2 to every four 
face in Fd(w). 
(R2) If d(v) > 6, we transfer 3/2 from w to every three face in Fs(v) and 1 to every four face 
in F~(TJ). 
Let w’ denote the resulting weight function when the discharge is complete. Let f E F(G). If 
d(f) = 3, then w(f) = -3. If, furthermore, f is incident to a three vertex, then the other two 
boundary vertices off are of degree at least six. It follows from (R2) that w’(f) 2 -3+2.3/2 = 0. 
Otherwise, each of the boundary vertices of f discharges at least 1 to f by (Rl) and (R2). Thus, 
w’(f) > -3 + 3 . 1 = 0. If d(f) = 4, then w(f) = -2. If, furthermore, f is incident to a 
three vertex, then its two neighbors on the boundary of f are of degree at least six. Hence, 
w’(f) 2 -2+ 1 + 1 = 0 by (R2). Otherwise, w’(f) 2 -2+4.1/2 = 0 by (Rl) and (R2). By (Cl), 
d(f) # 5. The last case when d(f) > 6 is trivial. 
Let 2, E V(G). Then d(v) > 3 by the assumption. If d(v) = 3, then w’(u) = ru(v) = 0. 
Assume that d(v) = 4, so w(v) = 2. We see that ]Fs(u)] I 2 by (C3). If IFs( = 0, then 
w’(w) > 2-4,1/2 = 0 by (Rl). If IFs( = 1, then ]F~(w)] 5 1, and thus, w’(w) > 2-1-l/2 > 0. 
If ]Fs(w)] = 2, obviously ]F~(w)] = 0 and w’(w) 2 2 - 1 - 1 = 0. Assume that d(zl) = 5. Then 
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IO(V) = 4 and IFs( 5 3 by (C3). H ence, w’(v) 2 4 - 3 - 2 . l/2 = 0. Finally, assume that 
d(v) >_ 6 
3 
w’(w) = w(w) - 1174(u)l - -lF3(u)l 
2 
= (d(v) - 6) + d(u) - IF4(7~)l - ;lF3W 
Ifd(~)-/~4(w)l-(3/2)1~3(~)l 2 0, so is W’(U) > 0. Let f3,2 denote the number of pairs of adjacent 
three faces both of which are incident to w. By (C3), no such pairs share a common three face. 
Let &I = k(v)1 - 2.f~. It follows from (C2) that lJ74(w)l < d(w) - IF3(w)l - (f3., + f3,2) = 
d(w) - 2f3.1 - 3f3,~. Now, we can derive the following: 
2 ?h + 3f3,2 - i(f3.1 + 2f3,2) 
Lemma 1 is best possible in the sense that there exist plane graphs G without five cycles such 
that 6(G) = 3 and every three vertex is adjacent to vertices of degree at least 5. An example 
is the dual of the line graph of a dodecahedron. In this bipartite planar graph, every edge is 
incident to a three vertex and a five vertex. 
Note that every subgraph of a planar graph G without five cycles is also a planar graph without 
five cycles. The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. If a plane graph G has no five cycles, then it is three degenerate, and hence, four 
choosable. 
Since 1(5 is not four choosable, the assumption about five cycles is essential. 
3. EDGE-CHOOSABILITY 
A three face f of G is called an (i,j, k)-face if the boundary vertices of f are, respectively, of 
degrees i, j, and k. Let E(w) denote the set of all (3,5,5)-faces in F~(u). 
LEMMA 3. If a plane graph G with 6(G) = 3 and A(G) = 5 has no five cycles, then one of the 
following statements holds. 
(i) There exists an edge zy with d(z) = 3 and d(y) 5 4. 
(ii) There exists a four cycle 5122235451 such that d(sl) = d(z3) = 3 and d(zz) = d(z4) = 5. 
(iii) There exists a five vertex jncident to three (3,5,5)-faces. 
PROOF. Suppose that the lemma is false. Let G be a connected plane graph without five cycles 
such that S(G) = 3, A(G) = 5, and all of (i)-(iii) fail. 
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1. From the Euler’s identity (l), we define the same 
weight function 20, i.e., w(w) = 2d(v) - 6 if w E V(G) and w(f) = d(f) - 6 if f E F(G). Let 
u E V(G). We define the following discharge rules. 
(rl) If d(v) = 4, we transfer 1 from v to every three face in F~(u) and l/2 to every four face 
in F4(u). 
(r2) If d(w) = 5, we transfer 3/2 from w to every (3,5,5)-face in F;(w), 1 to every three face in 
F3(w) \ F;(w), and (4 - (3/2)IFi(w)j - IF3(w) \ F~(w)l)/jF4(w)j to every four face in &(v) 
provided IF4(w)l # 0. 
For u E V(G) and f E F3(w)UF4(w), we use W(w -+ f) to denote the weight discharged from u 
to f according to the rules. 
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OBSERVATION. Suppose that u is a five vertex and f is a four face incident to II. Then W(v -+ 
f) 2 4/5 when IFa( = 0, and W(v --+ f) > 1, otherwise. 
We first note that W(U) = 4 and IF$(v)I < IFs( 5 3 by (C3). If IFa( = 3, then lF4(v)l = 0 
by (C2). If la(v)/ = 0, then W(v -+ f) = 4/IF4(v)( > 4/d(v) = 4/5. If IFs( = 1, then 
lF4(v)l 5 2 and W( v + f) 2 (4 - 3/2)/2 = 5/4. If IFs( = 2, then lF4(v)l 5 1 and 
W(v -+ f) > (4 - 2.3/2) = 1. 
It remains to show that the weight function w’ after discharge is nonnegative on V(G) u F(G). 
First let f E F(G). Assume that d(f) = 3, hence, w(f) = -3. If f is not incident to any three 
vertex, then w’(f) 2 -3+3 = 0 by (rl) and (r2). Otherwise, the failure of Statement (i) implies f 
is a (3,5,5)-face. Thus, w’(f) 2 -3+2.3/2 = 0 by (r2). Assume that d(f) = 4, hence, w(f) = -2. 
If each of the boundary vertices of f is of degree 2 4, then w’(f) 2 -2 + 4. l/2 = 0 by (rl) and 
the observation. Otherwise, suppose that f = [uiu~us214] with d(ui) = 3. Since Statements (i) 
and (ii) fail for G, we have d(uz) = d(~q) = 5 and d(~g) 2 4. Thus, W(u3 + f) 2 l/2, 
W(UZ --f f) > 415, and W(u4 -+ f) 2 4/5. Hence, w’(f) 2 -2 + l/2 + 2.4/5 = l/10. By (Cl), 
d(f) # 5. The last case when d(f) 2 6 is trivial. 
Now suppose that v E V(G). If d(v) I 4, we can use exactly the same argument in the proof of 
Lemma 1 to show W’(U) > 0. If d(v) = 5, then IFs( < 3 and IFj(w)( < 2 since Statement (iii) 
fails for G. Thus, u discharges at most 2 . 3/2 + 1 = 4 to its incident three faces by (I-2), and 
hence, w’(v) > 0. I 
THEOREM 4. If a plane graph G has no five cycles, then it is edge-(A(G) + 1)-clloosable. 
PROOF. We only need to prove the theorem for A(G) 2 5. The proof is carried out by induction 
on /V(G)1 + IE(G)I. The theorem holds trivially when IV(G)1 + IE(G)I 5 6. Let G be a plane 
graph without five cycles such that A(G) > 5 and IV(G)1 + IE(G)I > 7. Suppose that L is an 
edge assignment of G such that IL(e)/ = A(G) + 1 > 6 for each e E E(G). If 6(G) 5 2, let v be 
a vertex of minimum degree in G. By the induction hypothesis, G - v has an edge-L-coloring 4. 
It is straightforward to extend 4 to an edge-L-coloring of G. 
Suppose that 6(G) = 3 and we further assume that A(G) = 5. By Lemma 3, we consider three 
cases. 
CASE 1. There is an edge zy in G such that d(s) = 3 and d(y) 5 4. The induction hypothesis 
implies that G - xy has an edge-L-coloring 4. Since there exist at most five edges adjacent to xy 
and IL(rq)I = 6, zy can be colored properly. 
CASE 2. There is a four cycle C = 2122232421 in G such that d(xi) = d(53) = 3 and d(x2) = 
d(:cq) = 5. Let H be the subgraph of G obtained by deleting the edges 21x2, ~2x3, 23x4, and 
x4x1. By the induction hypothesis, H has an edge-L-coloring 4. Define an edge assignment L’ 
of C such that L’(xixi+l) = L(xiz,+l)\{+(e) I e E E(H) . is a dj acent to xixz+i in G}. (The indices 
are taken modulo 4.) It is easy to see that IL’(x,x,,+, )I 2 IL(x~xi+l)l - dH(x,) - dH(xi+l) 2 
6 - 1 - 3 = 2. Since C is an even cycle, it is edge-L’-choosable. Hence, G is edge-L-choosable. 
CASE 3. There is a five vertex u in G incident to three (3,5,5)-faces. Let vi,v2,. . . ,v5 be 
the neighbors of u in G enumerated clockwise. We may suppose that those (3,5,5)-faces are 
[.uviv2], [uv~vs], and [UVJV~]. If d(q) = d(us) = 3 and d(v2) = 5, then ZLV~ZJ~V~~L is a four 
cycle that can be handled in Case 2. Therefore, we may assume that d(u2) = d(vS) = 3 and 
d(ul) = d(u3) = d(u4) = 5. Let S denote the edge Set {uul, uu2, uv3, u2)4,uuS, 'UI'@, u2u3, w4?&}. 
Consider the subgraph H of G obtained by deleting S. By the induction hypothesis, H has an 
edge-L-coloring 4. For e E S, let L?(e) be the set of colors used by 4 on the edges of H that 
are adjacent to e in G. Define L’(e) = L(e) \ B(e). It is easy to check that lL’(uv2)l = 6, 
IL’(uvs)l 2 5, IL’(qv5)1 1 2, and IL’(e)1 > 3 for the rest edges in S. It remains to prove that S 
is edge-L’-choosable. 
If some cy E L’(v~w~) n L’(uvq), we first color both ~2~3 and uv4 with a, and then color 
uva, ~4~5, uui, vlv2, uu5, uzl2 in that order. 
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Now suppose that L’(vzvs) n L’(uTJ~) = 8. If there exists /3 E L’(wzQ) \ L’(uQ), we color 
v2vs with p, and then color uw3,u~~,~405,~~~,~~~~,uw~,uv~ in that order. If there exists y E 
L’(uv4) \ L’(uu2), we color 1.~74 with y, and then color ~4215, uvi, v~v~,uv~, ~2~3~2~~5, uv2, in that 
order. Suppose that L’(v~v~) U L’(uv4) C L(uv2). Since IL’(uv2)l = 6 and both IL’(w211s)[ and 
IL’(uv4)l are at least three, it follows that IL’(v2vs)1 = IL’(uw4)1 = 3 and L’(74vs) U L’(uu4) = 
L’(uw2). 
If there exists 7 E L’(viv2) \ L’(vzvs), we color 211212 with 77, and then color uvi, UU~, 2~4~5, ~213, 
UQ, 2~2, ~2~3 in that order. If there exists < E L’(uv3) \ L’(v~TJ~), we color ~713 with I, and then 
color 21~4, ~4~5, uvi, 111212, uvs, uvz, ~2~3 in that order. Suppose that both L’(viw2) and L’(uu3) 
are subsets of L’(~2v3). Since IL’(qv2)l and IL’(u21s)j are both at least three, it follows that 
L’(qv2) = L’(~2v3) = L’(uv3). We now color wiv2 and UZQ with the same color, and then color 
uvi, UV~,V~U~, 12~5, ~2~3, uv2 in that order. 
Finally, we are going to settle the case for 6(G) = 3 and A(G) 2 6. 
By Lemma 1, there exists an edge zy of G such that d(z) = 3 and d(y) 5 5. The induction 
hypothesis guarantees that G - xy has an edge-L-coloring 4. Since there exist at most six edges 
adjacent to xy in G and IL(xy)l = A(G) + 1 > 7, there is at least one color left to color sy 
properly. I 
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